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Abstract
This paper studies the cooperative source seeking problem via a networked multi-vehicle system. In contrast to the existing
literature, each vehicle is controlled to the position that maximizes aggregated multiple unknown scalar fields and each sensor-
enabled vehicle only takes samples of measurements of one scalar field. Thus, a single vehicle is unable to localize the source
and has to cooperate with its neighboring vehicles. By jointly exploiting the ideas of the consensus algorithm and the stochastic
extremum seeking (ES), this paper proposes novel distributed stochastic ES controllers, which are gradient-free and do not need
vehicles’ positions, such that the multi-vehicle system of both single integrators and nonholonomic unicycles simultaneously
approaches the position of interest. The effectiveness of the proposed controllers is proved for quadratic scalar fields by using
the stochastic averaging theory. Finally, illustrative examples are included to validate our theoretical results.
Key words: Cooperative source seeking, scalar field, multi-vehicle systems, stochastic ES, consensus algorithms, stochastic
averaging theory.
1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the design of distributed
controllers to drive the multi-vehicle system to approach
the source of interest simultaneously, which has great
significance in various applications, such as environmen-
tal monitoring (Dhariwal et al. 2004), odor source detec-
tion (Gao, Acar & Sarangapani 2016), acoustic source
localization (Zhao 2016) and pollution sensing (Gao, Li,
Li & Sun 2016). Different from the existing works (Liu &
Krstic 2010a, Frihauf et al. 2014, Lin et al. 2017), we are
interested in the complex environment that the seeking
position maximizes aggregated multiple unknown scalar
fields. Observe that a single scalar field may possibly
contain multiple or even an infinite number of positions
achieving its maximum value. For instance, consider the
problem of seeking an indoor fire source where there are
multiple indoor positions having either the highest tem-
perature or the highest toxic gas concentration, and only
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the position of the fire source attains the highest values
of both fields. In this case, it is unable to localize the
fire source by sensing only one of the scalar fields. There
are also many examples that the position of interest may
not be a maximum of any sensed scalar field.
To localize the position of multiple scalar fields, we adopt
a networked multi-vehicle system. Each vehicle is as-
sumed to be able to take samples of measurements from
only one scalar field and cooperates with its neighboring
vehicles. In comparison with that of a scalar field, the
use of multiple fields potentially increases the search re-
liability and efficiency. Although multi-vehicle systems
have been employed in Frihauf et al. (2014), Khong et al.
(2014), Brinon-Arranz et al. (2016), Turgeman & Werner
(2018), the seeking position therein is the source of only
one scalar field and all the vehicles take samples from
the same scalar field. Hence, the cooperation is essen-
tially not indispensable and cannot be used to find the
source of multiple scalar fields. In this paper, we adopt
the celebrated distributed consensus algorithm (Ren &
Beard 2008) to coordinate the vehicles, which only relies
on the relative positions between vehicles and is much
easier to implement compared with the centralized deci-
sion scheme in Ghods et al. (2010), Frihauf et al. (2014),
Zhang & Liu (2016), Zhuo (2017). Obviously, the con-
nectivity of the graph is thus vital to the present coop-
erative seeking problem.
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In addition, the distribution of any scalar field is un-
known, i.e., any vehicle cannot measure a continuum of
the signal field. Thus, the distributed optimization algo-
rithms explicitly using gradients in Wang & Elia (2010),
Gharesifard & Corte´s (2014), Nedic´ et al. (2018), You
et al. (2018) cannot be directly applied here. To over-
come this difficulty, our idea is to design the stochastic
extremum seeking (ES) (Manzie & Krstic 2009) to es-
timate local gradients by using samples of the sensed
scalar fields, which is completed in the associated vehi-
cle by superimposing a stochastic perturbation signal to
excite the vehicle. Then, each vehicle is enforced to both
coordinate among peers and climb a locally estimated
gradient. For multi-vehicle systems, the stochastic ex-
citation signal outperforms the deterministic case, see
e.g. Krstic & Wang (2000), Ghods et al. (2010), Du¨rr
et al. (2013), for its simpler structure and easier imple-
mentation. Note that most existing works on stochas-
tic ES only focus on a single vehicle case (Liu & Krstic
2010a, Lin et al. 2017), while deterministic case has been
adopted for multiple vehicles in Ye & Hu (2016), Guay
et al. (2018).
Jointly exploiting the ideas of the distributed consen-
sus and the stochastic ES, we propose the so-called dis-
tributed stochastic ES (DSES) controllers to drive the
multi-vehicle system to approach the position of interest.
This is different from Poveda & Quijano (2013), Ye & Hu
(2016), Dougherty & Guay (2017), Vandermeulen et al.
(2018), Guay et al. (2018) as they adopt a dynamic av-
erage consensus protocol to provide estimates of a com-
mon objective function for each vehicle. In comparison,
the states of vehicles are to reach consensus. To this end,
relative positions are sufficient in our DSES controllers,
while each vehicle in above references needs to commu-
nicate its local measurements and state estimates with
its neighbors. Besides, they all take periodical signals as
the excitation signals.
Moreover, the DSES controllers are designed for both
continuous-time single integrators and nonholonomic
unicycles. In Wang & Elia (2010) and Gharesifard &
Corte´s (2014), a consensus-based algorithm is designed
for distributed optimization and is analyzed from a
continuous-time dynamical system view. However, they
explicitly use the gradient of local objective functions
and there is no dynamics constraint issue. For nonholo-
nomic unicycles that are more challenging, we utilize the
dynamic feedback linearization (dAndrea Novel et al.
1992) to transform the unicycle dynamics into a form
resembling integrators, which is easier than directly
tuning the forward velocity as in Liu & Krstic (2010b),
Zhang et al. (2007) and angular velocity as in Cochran
& Krstic (2009), Liu et al. (2012). Then, we prove the
effectiveness of the DSES controllers for the quadratic
scalar fields by adopting the stochastic average system
theory and numerically validate our theoretical results.
Interestingly, the simulation results indicate that the
DSES controllers might also work for the non-quadratic
objective functions. A conference version of this work
has been presented in Li et al. (2018) where the DSES
controller is given only for a special case that the position
of interest maximizes all the local objective functions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we describe the cooperative seeking problem by using
a group of networked vehicles. In Section 3, we propose
DSES controllers for the networked multi-agent system
of single integrators and prove the effectiveness by using
the stochastic average theory. In Section 4, we general-
ize the results to the networked multiple nonholonomic
unicycles by using the dynamic feedback linearization.
Illustrative examples are provided in Section 5 and some
remarks are drawn in Section 6.
Notation: Throughout this paper, In and 1n respec-
tively denote the n-dimensional identity matrix and col-
umn vector of ones. Any notation with a subscript i rep-
resents that of vehicle i, such as xi, and the correspond-
ing notation of the networked system with n vehicles
is denoted without subscript, i.e., x = [x′1, x
′
2, . . . , x
′
n]
′.
O(α) denotes the infinitesimal of the same order as a
scalar α, e.g., limα→0O(α)/α <∞. Let ‖ · ‖ denote the
Euclidean norm for a vector or a matrix and ⊗ denote
the Kronecker product. Denote (Ω,F , Pr) a complete
probability space, where Ω is the sample space, F is the
σ-field and Pr is the probability measure. All the ran-
dom vectors in this paper are defined on this probability
space.
2 Problem formulation
In this section, we explicitly describe our cooperative
source seeking problem by using the networked multi-
vehicle system where each vehicle is embedded with only
one sensor to measure the strength of a scalar field and
has to cooperate with its neighboring vehicles. The ob-
jective is to design the distributed controller such that
all vehicles eventually approach the source position.
2.1 The cooperative source seeking problem
There are n networked autonomous vehicles, each of
which has only one sensor to measure the signal strength
fi(z) at the position z ∈ Rm. The task of the multi-
vehicle system is to autonomously approach the source
position z∗ that maximizes the sum of fi(z), i.e.,
z∗ ∈ arg max
z
F (z) :=
n∑
i=1
fi(z), (1)
where arg maxz F (z) denotes the set of optimal positions
that maximize the aggregated multiple unknown scalar
fields.
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Since the value of fi(z) is the only accessible sensing
information of a scalar field for the i-th vehicle, it has
to cooperate with others to complete the seeking task in
(1). This problem setup is essentially motivated by the
following two notable examples.
Example 1 Consider an indoor fire source seeking prob-
lem. The fire source z∗ is the position of our interest,
and is the unique point that simultaneously attains the
highest toxic gas concentration and temperature, i.e.,
z∗ ∈
2⋂
i=1
arg max
z
fi(z), (2)
where f1(z) and f2(z) denote the toxic gas concentration
and the temperature at the position z, respectively.
To approach the fire source z∗, there are two autonomous
vehicles that are embedded with a gas sensor and a tem-
perature sensor respectively. Due to the complicated sens-
ing environment, it is possible that each fi(z) contains
multiple maximum points. Thus only using the i-th ve-
hicle cannot guarantee to exactly find the fire source z∗
and has to cooperate with the other vehicle. One can eas-
ily show that the multi-objective problem (2) is a special
case of the cooperative seeking problem (1).
Example 2 Consider the following dynamical process
z(k + 1) = Az(k)
where A ∈ Rm×m and z(k) ∈ Rm denote the transition
matrix and the state at time step k of the dynamical
process, respectively. Our objective is to recover its initial
state z(0) by using multiple sensor outputs of the process.
At each time step k, the i-th vehicle is able to take the
measurement
mi(k) = Ciz(k),
where the system (Ci, A) is not observable for any i, i.e.,
the observability Gramian Φi :=
∑m−1
k=0 (A
′)kC ′iCiA
k is
rank deficient (Chen 1998). Therefore, it is impossible to
recover the initial state z(0) by only using the i-th vehi-
cle’s measurements. Now, suppose that the multi-vehicle
system is jointly observable, i.e. the system (C,A) is ob-
servable. Then, the multi-vehicle system is able to coop-
eratively complete the tracking task.
To elaborate it, define the local objective function as
fi(z) = −
m−1∑
k=0
‖mi(k)− CiAkz‖2. (3)
It is easy to show that arg maxz fi(z) = z(0) + Null(Φi)
where Null(Φi) denotes the null space of Φi. Since
(Ci, A) is not observable, then Null(Φi) is a non-
trivial subspace of Rm. Thus, z(0) is not the unique
element of arg maxz fi(z). That is, z(0) is unable
to be recovered by only using the i-th vehicle’s mea-
surements. However, we can similarly show that
arg maxz F (z) = z(0) + Null(
∑n
i=1 Φi). Since (C,A) is
observable, then
∑n
i=1 Φi is non-singular, which in turn
implies that arg maxz F (z) = z(0). That is, z(0) is the
unique element of arg maxz F (z), and the multi-vehicle
system is able to jointly recover the initial state z(0) by
solving the cooperative seeking problem (1) with fi(z)
given in (3).
In the above examples, each set of local optimal points
arg maxz fi(z) may contain multiple elements, and we
are only interested in the one lying in their intersection,
which clearly maximizes the sum of all the local objec-
tive functions. It should be noted that the cooperative
seeking problem (1) also include the case where the op-
timal point z∗ of F (z) may not maximize any fi(z). In
both cases, a local objective function fi(z) can only of-
fer limited information on the position of interest z∗, the
localization of which obviously requires the cooperation
among vehicles.
2.2 Networked multi-vehicle systems
To approach the source of interest, we consider the two
common dynamical models of the vehicle: single integra-
tors and nonholonomic unicycles.
The interactions (cooperations) between vehicles are
modeled by an undirected graph G = {V, E}, where
V = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the index set of nodes (vehicles) and
E ⊆ V ×V is the set of the interaction edges between ve-
hicles. Node i can measure its relative position to that of
node j if and only if (i, j) ∈ E . For an undirected graph,
(j, i) ∈ E if and only if (i, j) ∈ E . The set of neighbors
of node i is denoted by Ni = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E}.
A path from node j0 to node jk is a set of distinct
nodes {j0, j1, . . . , jk} such that (ji−1, ji) ∈ E for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. A graph is connected if any two nodes
can be connected via a path.
Let the adjacency matrix [aij ]n×n be defined such that
aij > 0 if (i, j) ∈ E , and aij = 0 otherwise. The associ-
ated Laplacian matrix is L = [lij ]n×n where lij = −aij
if i 6= j, and lii =
∑n
j=1 aij . Then L1n = 0 and an undi-
rected graph is connected if and only if 1n is the unique
solution (within a multiplier) of xTLx = 0 (Ren & Beard
2008).
It is obvious that the connectedness of G is needed to
complete the cooperative seeking task for the networked
multi-vehicle system. Thus, we make the following as-
sumption in this work.
Assumption 3 The undirected graph G is connected.
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2.3 The objective of this work
The objective of this work is to design distributed con-
trollers for the networked multi-vehicle system to simul-
taneously approach the position of interest z∗ of (1) un-
der the following constraints:
(a) Every vehicle i is only able to obtain the value of
fi(zi) at its current position zi, instead of the func-
tion fi(·).
(b) Each vehicle i can only measure its relative posi-
tion to its neighbors, and its own orientation for a
nonholonomic unicycle, while the absolute position
in the global position system (GPS) is unknown.
Under the first constraint, the gradient-based meth-
ods cannot be directly applied to solve the cooperative
source seeking problem (1). We adopt the stochastic ES
method (Liu & Krstic 2010a) to design a gradient-free
controller for every vehicle i, which is proved in theory
for the quadratic fi(zi). Although the ES method has
been widely adopted to solve source seeking problems,
the number of scalar fields is mostly restricted to one,
i.e. n = 1 in (1), and a single vehicle is sufficient to
complete the seeking task. Thus, there is no need of ve-
hicles’ cooperation. In contrast, the cooperation among
vehicles is indispensable in this work, which is solved by
using consensus algorithms (Ren & Beard 2008).
Under the second constraint, distributed controllers are
designed by only using the relative positions to its neigh-
bors, which is particularly useful in the GPS-denied en-
vironment, e.g., the indoor fire source seeking. This is
essentially motivated by the observation that many sen-
sors, e.g., the acoustic sensor and the vision sensor, can
easily measure the relative positions between two vehi-
cles while it is difficult to obtain the vehicle’s GPS infor-
mation. From this point of view, our controller preserves
the advantage of the ES method without using any ab-
solute position information. Note that the orientation
of a nonholonomic unicycle can be easily accessed by a
compass.
It is worthy mentioning that if the vehicle can only take
a noisy measurement at the position z, e.g. fi(z) +di(z)
where di(z) is an additive standard gaussian noise and
is spatially independent, the major results in this work
still hold.
3 Distributed Stochastic ES Controllers for
Networked Single Integrators
Consider the networked n single integrators
z˙i = ui, i ∈ V, (4)
where zi(t) ∈ Rm and ui(t) ∈ Rm are the position and
the control input of the i-th vehicle at time t, respec-
tively. When it is clear from the context, we drop the
dependence of the time index t for ease of notations.
In the sequel, we design a distributed stochastic ES
(DSES) controller for each vehicle and prove that the
multi-vehicle system converges to the source position z∗
in (1). We firstly focus on a special case where z∗ maxi-
mizes all the local objective functions fi(z).
3.1 The DSES controller for a special case
In Examples 1 & 2, the following assumption is essen-
tially made.
Assumption 4 The optimal point z∗ of F (z) in (1) also
simultaneously maximizes each local objective function
fi(z), i ∈ V, i.e.,
z∗ ∈
n⋂
i=1
arg max
z
fi(z). (5)
Under this special case, the DSES controller is devised
as
ui = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(zj − zi) + β sin(ηi)∆i(zi) + γ dsin(ηi)
dt
,
(6)
where α, β, γ are positive parameters, ∆i(zi) is the out-
put of a washout filter ss+h under the input signal fi(zi),
and sin(ηi) is the sinusoid of a stochastic excitation sig-
nal ηi, which is the state output of the following diffusion
process:
dηi = −1

ηidt+
g√

dwi, (7)
where  ∈ (0, 0] is a given parameter for some fixed
0 > 0, g is any positive parameter, and wi is a standard
m-dimensional Brownian motion (Øksendal 2003). Note
that wi is generated independently of wj for any j 6= i.
The last term d sin(ηi)/dt is the Ito derivative of sin(ηi)
to persistently excite the system. In Manzie & Krstic
(2009), Frihauf et al. (2014), the selection of γ, 0, h, g
is discussed for the standard ES method and is not re-
peated here. See Fig. 1 for the DSES controller in each
vehicle.
The cooperation between vehicles is exploited in the first
term of (6), which is also known as the consensus term
(Ren & Beard 2008). This only relies on the relative
positions of the i-th vehicle to its neighbors and is to
coordinate vehicles. Thus, a connected interaction graph
G is necessary. Each vehicle not only utilizes its own
local measurements, but also its neighbors’ trajectories,
which is just the advantage of cooperation. This idea is
significantly different from Vandermeulen et al. (2018),
Dougherty & Guay (2017), Guay et al. (2018) where a
4
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Fig. 1. The DSES controller (6) for a single integrator.
consensus algorithm is used to estimate the gradient of
the sum of local objective functions fi(z).
To implicitly estimate the gradient of fi, we adopt the
stochastic ES technique in Liu & Krstic (2010a). The
last two terms of (6) are the approximated gradient and
the excitation signal, respectively. In comparison with
the deterministic ES, excitation signals using the Brow-
nian motion wi for the stochastic ES is much easier to
implement as we only require their independence among
vehicles. If we adopt the deterministic ES, it is difficult
to satisfy orthogonality requirements for a large number
of networked vehicles.
Overall, the DSES controller in (6) jointly utilizes
the ideas from the consensus-based algorithm and the
stochastic ES. From this perspective, the strictly posi-
tive parameters α and β balance the importance of the
consensus and the stochastic ES terms. Specifically, if α
is relatively large, the vehicles tend to reach consensus
faster, otherwise they tend to be attracted to their own
individual sets of optimal points arg maxz fi(z). This
has been validated in the simulation results. Roughly
speaking, α can be interpreted as the rate of learning
other vehicles’ behaviors and β is the rate of learning its
local objective function. To localize the source position
z∗, both rates are essential and cannot be neglected.
3.2 Stability analysis
We rigorously prove the stability of the networked n
single integrators with the DSES controller (6) under a
similar assumption as Liu & Krstic (2010a).
Assumption 5 The objective function fi(z) in (1) is
quadratic 1 , i.e.
fi(z) =
1
2
z′Hiz + b′iz + ci,∀i ∈ V (8)
1 For the non-quadratic case, it serves as a local quadratic
approximation and the stability results hold in the local
sense.
where Hi ∈ Rm×m is negative semidefinite. Moreover,∑n
i=1Hi ∈ Rm×m is strictly negative definite.
Though the proof of convergence is established for the
quadratic case, simulation results in Section 5 indicate
the effectiveness of the proposed DSES controllers for
non-quadratic cases.
Let ei = fi(zi) − ∆i(zi) − fi(z∗). Inserting the DSES
controller (6) to the vehicle’s dynamical equation in (4)
leads to the closed-loop system
dzi = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(zj − zi)dt
+ γdsin(ηi) + β sin(ηi)∆idt,
dei = h∆idt,
dηi = −1

ηidt+
g√

dwi,
(9)
where we adopt ∆i to denote ∆i(zi) for notational sim-
plicity.
Proposition 6 Consider the networked n single inte-
grators (4) under the DSES controller (6) and let z˜i =
zi − z∗ − γ sin(ηi). Suppose that Assumptions 3-5 hold.
There exists a positive constant c1 > 0 and a function
T1() : (0, 0) → N such that for any δ > 0 and bounded
initial condition (i.e. ‖zi(0)‖ < +∞ for all i ∈ V), it
holds that ∀i ∈ V,
lim
→0
Pr {‖z˜i(t)‖ 6 c1 exp(−%t) + δ, ∀t ∈ [0, T1()]} = 1,
(10)
where lim→0 T1() = +∞ and % > 0 is the smallest
eigenvalue of the following positive definite matrix
M := α(L⊗ Im)− λβHd
with λ = γ2 (1− exp(−g2)) and Hd = diag(H1, . . . ,Hn).
Since δ in Proposition 6 can be selected arbitrarily small,
the DSES controller is able to drive the multi-vehicle
system to the neighborhood of the source position z∗
with an error size O(γ) in probability.
It is worth noting that the exponential convergence in
a single vehicle (Liu & Krstic 2010a) still holds in the
present problem. The major difference is that the rate
here also depends on the interaction graph among vehi-
cles.
In view of the exponent %, we conclude that the larger
the α, β, γ and g, the faster the convergence rate of z˜i(t)
in the continuous-time regime. However, this does not
apply to the discretized system in application. Particu-
larly, if α, β, γ or g is too large, it might lead to diver-
gence. Moreover, a large γ results in a large localization
error.
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The argument  in T1() is exactly the parameter  in the
stochastic excitation signal ηi. That is, the convergence
also depends on the stochastic excitation signal. A suffi-
ciently small  is required to guarantee the reliability of
the convergence.
Proof of Proposition 6: By the dynamical equation of (9),
we obtain the error dynamics 2
˙˜zi = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z˜j + γsin(ηj)− z˜i − γsin(ηi))
+ β sin(ηi)∆i,
e˙i = h∆i.
(11)
The rest of the proof is completed via three steps.
Step 1: Derive the stochastic average system of the error
dynamics (11).
For this purpose, let ηi(t) = χi(t/) and substitute it
into (11). Then we define the average of ˙˜zi as
˙˜zai = lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T+t0
t0
α
∑
j∈Ni
aij
(
z˜j + γsin(χj(τ/))
− z˜i − γsin(χi(τ/))
)
+ β sin(χi(τ/))∆idτ,
(12)
where ∆i is defined in (9) and can be expressed as
∆i =
1
2
z˜′iHiz˜i + γ(z˜i + z
∗)′Hi sin(χi(t/))
+ z˜′iHiz
∗ + b′i(z˜i + γ sin(χi(t/)))
+
γ2
2
sin(χi(t/))
′
Hi sin(χi(t/))− ei.
(13)
Let ri(t) =
1√

dwi(t), it follows from (7) that
dχi(t) = −χi(t)dt+ gdri(t),
where {ri(t)}t≥0 is a standard Brownian motion. Clearly,
{χi(t)}t≥0 is an ergodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) pro-
cess and has an invariant distribution
µ(ds) =
1√
pig
exp(−s2/g2)ds.
Then, it follows from the ergodic theorem in Ash &
Dole´ans-Dade (2000) that
lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T+t0
t0
sin(χi(t))dt =
∫
R
sin(s)µ(ds) (14)
2 The derivative is interpreted as the Ito derivative, which
is clear from the context.
almost surely, which is uniform in ∀t0 > 0. By Liu &
Krstic (2010a, Section III), it holds that
∫
R
sink(s)µ(ds) =
{
0, k = 1, 3,
1
2 (1− exp(−g2)), k = 2,
(15)
and∫
R2
sink(s) sinl(t)µ(ds)µ(dt)
=
1
pig2
∫
R
sink(s) exp(− s
2
g2
)ds
∫
R
sinl(t) exp(− t
2
g2
)dt.
(16)
Substituting (13) into (12), we compute the integration
by using the ergodicity of χi(t/) in (14), and the rela-
tionships in (15)-(16). Finally, the average (12) becomes
˙˜zai = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z˜
a
j − z˜ai ) + λβ
(
Hi(z˜
a
i + z
∗) + bi
)
,
which is uniform in ∀t0 > 0.
Applying the similar technique to e˙i leads to the stochas-
tic average system of (11), i.e.,
˙˜zai = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z˜
a
j − z˜ai ) + λβ
(
Hi(z˜
a
i + z
∗) + bi
)
,
e˙ai = −h(eai − pai − qai ),
(17)
where pai =
1
2 (z˜
a
i )
′Hiz˜ai + (z˜
a
i )
′Hiz∗ + b′iz˜
a
i , and q
a
i =
γ
2λtr(Hi).
Step 2: Stability of the stochastic average system (17).
The stochastic average system of the multi-vehicle sys-
tem is explicitly expressed as
˙˜za = −(α(L⊗ Im)− λβHd)z˜a = −Mz˜a,
e˙a = −h(ea − 1
2
z˜aHdz˜a − qa), (18)
where we use the relationship ∇fi(z∗) = Hiz∗ + bi = 0
under Assumption 4.
We shall elaborate below that the transition matrix−M
is strictly negative definite. By Assumptions 3 and 5,
then α(L ⊗ Im) and −λβHd are positive semi-definite
with positive α, β and γ. Thus, the matrix M is positive
semidefinite.
Suppose that there exists a non-zero vector ξ ∈ Rmn
such that −ξ′Mξ = 0. We obtain
αξ′
(
L⊗ Im
)
ξ = 0, and ξ′
(− λβHd)ξ = 0. (19)
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Together with Assumption 3 and (19), ξ must be of the
form that ξ = 1n ⊗ ζ for some non-zero vector ζ ∈ Rm.
Substituting it to the second equation of (19), we ob-
tain ζT (
∑n
i=1Hi) ζ = 0. It contradicts with Assump-
tion 5 that
∑n
i=1Hi is negative definite. Therefore, −M
is strictly negative definite.
Since the equilibrium of the stochastic average system
(18) is (0, qa), there exist c1 > 0 and % > 0 such that
‖z˜ai (t)‖ 6 ‖z˜a(t)‖ 6 c1 exp(−%t) (20)
where % is the smallest positive eigenvalue of M . Note
that c1 depends on the initial condition and is finite.
Step 3: Stability of the error system (11).
By Øksendal (2003, Proposition 5.5) and under As-
sumption 5, the error dynamics admits a unique (almost
surely) continuous solution on [0,+∞) for any initial
z˜(0). Together with Liu & Krstic (2010a, Proposition
2), the rest of proof is completed.
By F (zi) = F (z
∗+ z˜i+γ sin(ηi)) and (10), it holds that
lim
→0
Pr{|F (zi)− F (z∗)| 6 O(γ) +O(δ) +O(exp(−%t)),
∀t ∈ [0, T1()]} = 1.
(21)
Let δ be an arbitrarily small constant, it follows that the
parameter γ controls the distance of the final position of
the i-th vehicle to the source position of interest z∗.
3.3 The DSES controller for single integrators
Obviously, Assumption 4 is a strong constraint and re-
moved in this subsection. That is, z∗ cannot maximize
all of fi(z), which renders the second term in the DSES
controller (6) no longer zero even when all the vehicles
are at the source position z∗. To solve it, we design a
new DSES controller by adding an integral term, i.e.,

ui = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(zj − zi + vj − vi)
+ β sin(ηi)∆i(zi) + γ
dsin(ηi)
dt
,
v˙i =
∑
j∈Ni
aij(zi − zj),
(22)
which is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The DSES controller (22) for a single integrator.
Under Assumption 5, we obtain the closed-loop system
dzi = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(zj − zi + vj − vi)dt
+ β sin(ηi)∆idt+ γdsin(ηi),
dvi =
∑
j∈Ni
aij(zi − zj)dt,
dei = h∆idt
(23)
and show the asymptotic convergence below.
Proposition 7 Consider the networked n single inte-
grators (4) under the DSES controller (22). Suppose that
Assumptions 3 and 5 hold. There exists a positive con-
stant c2 > 0 and a function T2() : (0, 0) → N such
that for any δ > 0 and bounded initial condition (i.e.
‖zi(0)‖ < +∞ for all i ∈ V), it holds that ∀i ∈ V,
lim
→0
Pr{‖z˜i(t)‖ 6 c2 exp(−%t) + δ, ∀t ∈ [0, T ()]} = 1,
(24)
where lim→0 T2() = +∞, % and z˜i(t) are given in
Proposition 6.
In comparison with Proposition 6, the multi-vehicle sys-
tem can achieve the same asymptotic behavior without
Assumption 4. However, the controller in 6 does not work
here.
Sketch Proof of Proposition 7: Similar to (18), we are
able to derive the following stochastic average system
˙˜za = −α(L⊗ Im)(z˜a + v˜a)
+ λβ(Hd(z˜a + 1n ⊗ z∗) + b),
˙˜va = (L⊗ Im)z˜a,
e˙a = −h(ea − pa − qa).
(25)
Let the equilibrium of (25) be (z˜aeq, v˜
a
eq, e
a
eq). By the sec-
ond equality of (25), then (L ⊗ Im)z˜aeq = 0. Jointly
with Assumption 3, it follows that there exists a vector
x ∈ Rm that z˜aeq = 1n ⊗ x.
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By the first equality of (25), it holds that α(L⊗Im)v˜aeq =
λβ(Hd(z˜aeq + 1n⊗ z∗) + b). Pre-multiply both sides with
1′n⊗Im, we obtain that λβ(1Tn⊗Im)(Hd(z˜aeq+1n⊗z∗)+
b) = α(1′nL⊗ Im)v˜aeq = 0. Since z˜aeq = 1n ⊗ x, it implies
that ( n∑
i=1
Hi
)
(x+ z∗) =
n∑
i=1
bi. (26)
Under Assumption 5, it is clear that
∑n
i=1Hi is posi-
tive definite and z∗ =
(∑n
i=1Hi
)−1
(
∑n
i=1 bi). Then, it
follows from (26) that x = 0, i.e., z˜aeq = 0. This further
implies that eaeq = q
a. That is, the equilibrium of (25) is
(0, v˜aeq, q
a) where v˜aeq satisfies that
α(L⊗ Im)v˜aeq = λβ(Hd(1n ⊗ z∗) + b). (27)
Next, we are interested in the convergence rate of z˜a. To
this end, define
V (t) =
1
2
(‖z˜a(t)‖2 + α · ‖v˜a(t)− v˜aeq‖2) . (28)
Taking the derivative of (28) along with (25), we obtain
that
V˙ (t) = (z˜a)′(−α(L⊗ Im)(z˜a + v˜a))
+ λβ(z˜a)′(Hd(z˜a + 1n ⊗ z∗) + b)
+ α(v˜a − v˜aeq)′(L⊗ Im)z˜a.
It follows from (27) that
V˙ (t) = (z˜a)′(−α(L⊗ Im) + λβHd)z˜a
= −(z˜a)′Mz˜a 6 −%‖z˜a‖2, (29)
where % > 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of M . Integrating
both sides of (29) yields V (t) 6 V (0) − % ∫ t
0
‖z˜a‖2dτ.
Together with that 12‖z˜a‖2 6 V (t), we obtain that
1
2‖z˜a‖2 6 V (0)− %
∫ t
0
‖z˜a‖2dτ and
‖z˜a‖ 6
√
2V (0) exp(−%t). (30)
Similar to Step 3 in Proposition 6, the rest of the proof
is trivial.
4 DSES Controllers for Networked Nonholo-
nomic Unicycles
Consider the networked n nonholonomic unicycles in the
2-dimensional (2D) plane:
x˙i = νi cos θi,
y˙i = νi sin θi,
θ˙i = ωi,
(31)
where zi = [xi, yi]
′ is the position, θi is the orientation,
νi and ωi are the forward and angular velocities of the
i-th vehicle. Clearly, nonholonomic unicycles have been
intensively used to model a variety of mechanical systems
such as UAVs, AUVs and other mobile robots.
4.1 Transformation of the nonholonomic unicycle dy-
namics
By construction, the dynamical equation (31) implies a
physical constraint that
x˙i sin θi − y˙i cos θi = 0. (32)
That is, a nonholonomic unicycle is unable to move side-
away, and the DSES controller (22) cannot apply here
directly. To overcome this issue, many existing works ei-
ther tune the angular velocity with a constant forward
velocity (Liu & Krstic 2010b) or reverse (Liu et al. 2012).
A recent work improves its asymptotic behaviors by tun-
ing both velocities (Lin et al. 2017).
Differently, we employ dynamic feedback linearization
(dAndrea Novel et al. 1992) to handle the constraint
(32). The main idea is to transform the nonholonomic
unicycle into a form that resembles a single “decoupled”
integrator.
The new states for (31) are defined as{
xui = xi + ρ(t)(cos θi − cos θi0),
yui = yi + ρ(t)(sin θi − sin θi0), (33)
where θi0 = θi(0) is the initial state of θi, and ρ(t) =
exp(−κt), κ > 0. Clearly, the new state [xui , yui ]′ expo-
nentially converges to the original state [xi, yi]
′ at a rate
of κ. Accordingly, define inputs for the transformed sys-
tem as
uix = νi cos θi + ρ˙(t)(cos θi − cos θi0)− ρ(t)ωi sin θi,
uiy = νi sin θi + ρ˙(t)(sin θi − sin θi0) + ρ(t)ωi cos θi.
Then, we obtain the following transformed system which
has the form of the single integrator (4){
x˙ui = uix
y˙ui = uiy
or z˙ui = ui (34)
where zui = [x
u
i , y
u
i ]
′ and ui = [uix, uiy]′. The forward
and angular velocities in (31) can be given as
νi = uix cos θi + uiy sin θi + κρ(t)
− κρ(t) cos(θi − θi0),
ωi = di + κ sin(θi − θi0),
(35)
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Fig. 3. The DSES controller for a nonholonomic unicycle.
where di = ρ
−1(t)(uiy cos θi − uix sin θi). Fig. 3 illus-
trates the transformation for each nonholonomic unicy-
cle. The dynamic feedback linearization allows us to ex-
tend the results for single integrators to the case of non-
holonomic unicycles. Since the transformed system (34)
is in the form of single integrators, its controller can be
similarly designed as in Section 3, which is much easier
than directly dealing with the original system (31).
However, here uix and uiy are dependent (c.f. (32)). We
need to ensure the boundedness of the DSES controller
in (35), and cannot directly use results in Section 3.
4.2 The DSES controller for networked nonholonomic
unicycles
By using the idea in Section 3.3 to the transformed sys-
tem (34), we propose the following DSES controller for
networked nonholonomic unicycles
ui = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z
u
j − zui + vuj − vui )
+ β sin(ηi)∆i(zi) + γ
dsin(ηi)
dt
,
v˙ui =
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z
u
i − zuj ),
(36)
where zuj −zui can be obtained from (33) with the relative
positiion zj − zi and the absolute orientation θi, which
is easily available by a compass.
For the transformed system (34), it is rewritten as
dzui = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z
u
j − zui + vuj − vui )dt
+ β sin(ηi)∆idt+ γdsin(ηi),
(37)
where ∆i is given in (9) and depends on zi rather than z
u
i .
This subtle difference is essential and we cannot directly
apply Proposition 7 to the transformed system.
In light of (33), ∆i further depends on a time-varying
term ρ(t), which is different from the first equality of (9).
To address the “non-autonomous” effect, we take ρ(t) as
a new state variable of ρ˙(t) = −κρ(t) and consider an
augmented closed-loop system

dzui = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z
u
j − zui + vuj − vui )dt
+ β sin(ηi)∆idt+ γdsin(ηi),
dvui =
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z
u
i − zuj )dt
dei = h∆idt
dρ = −κρdt.
(38)
Then, we obtain the following result, the proof of which
is given in Appendix.
Proposition 8 Consider the networked n nonholo-
nomic unicycles (31) under the DSES controller (36).
Select κ < % 3 in (33) where % is defined in Proposi-
tion 6, and suppose that Assumptions 3 and 5 hold.
There exists a positive constant c3 > 0 and a function
T3() : (0, 0) → N such that for any δ > 0 and bounded
initial condition (i.e. ‖zi(0)‖ < +∞ for all i ∈ V), it
holds that ∀i ∈ V,
lim
→0
Pr{‖z˜i(t)‖ 6 c3 exp(−κt) + δ, ∀t ∈ [0, T3()]} = 1,
(39)
where lim→0 T3() = +∞, z˜i(t) is defined in Proposition
6. Moreover, both νi and ωi in (31) are uniformly bounded
in probability.
Similarly, each nonholonomic unicycle converges to a
neighborhood of the source position z∗ with an error size
O(γ) in probability. The exponent κ is smaller than that
in Proposition 6, due to the physical constraint (32).
Under the special case in Assumption 5, the following
DSES controller also works, whose proof is trivial in view
of Proposition 6 and 8,
ui = α
∑
j∈Ni
aij(z
u
j − zui ) + β sin(ηi)∆i(zi) + γ
dsin(ηi)
dt
.
(40)
Proposition 9 Consider the networked n nonholo-
nomic unicycles (31) under the DSES controller (40)
with (33). Select κ < % in (33) where % is defined in
Proposition 6, and suppose that Assumptions 3-5 hold.
There exists a positive constant c4 > 0 and a function
T4() : (0, 0) → N such that for any δ > 0 and bounded
3 In practice, the parameter % is unknown and κ is selected
as sufficiently small.
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Fig. 4. The networked multi-vehicle system.
initial condition (i.e. ‖zi(0)‖ < +∞ for all i ∈ V), it
holds that ∀i ∈ V,
lim
→0
Pr{‖z˜i(t)‖ 6 c4 exp(−κt) + δ, ∀t ∈ [0, T4()]} = 1,
where lim→0 T4() = +∞, z˜i(t) is defined in Proposition
6. Moreover, both νi and ωi in (31) are uniformly bounded
in probability.
5 Illustrative examples
In this section, let n = 4 in (1) and
H1 =
[
−2 1
1 −0.5
]
, H2 =
[
−0.25 0.5
0.5 −1
]
,
H3 =
[
−0.5 1.5
1.5 −4.5
]
, H4 =
[
−3 1
1 −0.33
]
.
Note that Hi is negative semi-definite, which clearly im-
plies that arg maxz fi(z) contains an infinite number of
elements, and a single vehicle is unable to guarantee to
approach the source position z∗. Two sets of parameters
for fi(z) are considered for Assumption 5, e.g.
Case 1: b = [2,−1,−0.5, 1,−2, 6, 4,−0.75]′,
c = [−1, 0,−7,−5.33]′,
Case 2: b = [1.5,−0.75,−0.5, 1,−2, 6, 2.5,−0.83]′,
c = [0.44, 0.5,−3,−0.042]′.
In Case 1, there exists z∗ = [2, 2]′ that maximize all local
fi(z), while in Case 2, the optimal point z
∗ = [1.53, 1.82]′
does not maximize any fi(z).
We adopt an undirected communication network in Fig.
4 to describe interactions among vehicles. We select  =
0.05, g = 0.6, h = 1, α = 0.01, β = 2.5, and γ = 0.002
for the DSES controllers. Except Section 5.3, the vehicles
are initially placed at z1 = [0, 0]
′, z2 = [0.9, 0]′, z3 =
[0.9, 0.9]′, and z4 = [0, 0.9]′.
5.1 Simulation results for single integrators
Consider the multi-vehicle system of single integrators
(4). We first focus on Case 1 and the results are shown
in Fig. 5, where solid lines denote the trajectories of ve-
hicles, and dashed lines are the local optimal points of
Fig. 5. Trajectories of integrators under the DSES controller
(6) in Case 1.
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Fig. 6. Measurement process of integrators with the DSES
controller (6) in Case 1.
fi(z). Clearly, each vehicle is attracted to its own local
optimal points as well as tends to achieve consensus. Fi-
nally, all the vehicles revolve around the source position
z∗, which is consistent with Proposition 6, and the mea-
surement process of each vehicle is presented in Fig. 6.
For Case 2, Fig. 7 shows that all integrators also converge
to a neighbor of the source position z∗, which is not
an optimal point for any fi(z). The measurements are
illustrated in Fig. 8, where each fi(z) does not converge
to its optimal value but that of their sum F (z).
Observe that the convergence rate is slow using different
objective functions fi(z). If all the local objective func-
tions are of the same, we can obtain faster convergence
rate with more vehicles involved.
We also test our distributed controller (6) for non-
quadratic fi(z), where f1, f2 remain quadratic, and only
f3, f4 are non-quadratic of the following form:
f3 =
1
12
(x− 1− x∗)3 − 1
4
(x− 1− x∗) + 5
6
,
f4 = − exp(−x2 − (y − 1)2)
+ 2x4 exp(−x2 − (y − 2)2)− 1
27
.
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Fig. 7. Trajectories of integrators under the DSES controller
(22) in Case 2.
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Fig. 8. Measurement process of integrators under the DSES
controller (22) in Case 2.
Fig. 9. Trajectories of integrators under the DSES controller
(6) for non-quadratic fi(z).
It follows that the optimal points of f3 are given by two
lines, i.e., x = x∗ and x = x∗ + 2, (we only draw the
first one in Fig. 9) and there are two isolated optimal
points of f4, which are denoted as small magenta circles.
Moreover, the optimal point of the aggregated objective
function is z∗ = [1.443, 2.041]′. Fig. 9 illustrates that the
multi-vehicle system tends to simultaneously approach
the source position as well, indicating that the coopera-
tive source seeking method also works even for the non-
quadratic case.
Fig. 10. Trajectories of nonholonomic unicycles under the
DSES controller (36) in Case 2.
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Fig. 11. Measurement process of nonholonomic unicycles un-
der the DSES controller (36) in Case 2.
5.2 Simulation results for nonholonomic unicycles
For the networked nonholonomic unicycles (31), we pick
κ = 0.1 in the dynamic feedback linearization (33). Note
that κ < % = 0.26. The initial orientations of unicycles
are set as θ1(0) = 0, θ2(0) = 0, θ3(0) = pi, θ4(0) = pi/2.
The trajectories and the measurement processes under
the DSES controller (36) are depicted in Fig. 10 and Fig.
11, respectively. Again, the vehicles eventually approach
the source position z∗, which is consistent with Propo-
sition 8. However, the trajectories appear to have more
fluctuations and the convergence rate is slower than that
of integrators, which is due to the physical constraint
(32). Moreover, Fig. 12 shows the trajectories of non-
holonomic unicycles in Case 1.
5.3 Effects of control parameters
We only illustrate the effect of the two parameters, i.e.,
α and β, for the networked single integrators under the
DSES controller (6) in Case 1. The two parameters con-
trol the rates of achieving consensus and learning local
gradients. Firstly, let z1(0) = z2(0) = z3(0) = z4(0) =
[0.5, 0.5]′, and α = 0.005. This means that all vehicles
11
Fig. 12. Trajectories of nonholonomic unicycles under the
DSES controller (40) in Case 1.
Fig. 13. Trajectories of vehicles starting from the same point
(left) and their optimal points of local objective functions
(right).
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Fig. 14. Measurement processes of multi-vehicle starting
from the same point (up) and optimal points of fi(z) (bot-
tom).
start in the consensus state, and α in Section 5.1 is re-
duced by one half. Then, let z1(0) = [1, 0]
′, z2(0) =
[0.5, 1.25]′, z3(0) = [0.75, 1.58]′, z4(0) = [1.5, 0.5]′, β =
1.25. One can verify that each vehicle starts from an op-
timal point of its local objective function, and β in Sec-
tion 5.1 is reduced by one half.
The comparisons of trajectories and measurement pro-
cesses between the above two cases are shown in Fig. 13
and 14. From the left subfigure of Fig. 13, we can observe
that each vehicle is in the consensus state at the initial
time, but is immediately attracted to their local optimal
points. In the right subfigure, the vehicles are attracted
to consensus. That is, the consensus term forces the ve-
hicles to tend to each other and the stochastic ES term
for gradient estimation drives the vehicles to their local
optimal points. To approach the source position, both
objectives should be achieved simultaneously.
6 Conclusion
We have proposed the DSES controllers of the multi-
vehicle system for the cooperative source seeking. In our
design, the vehicles are only required to obtain the value
of its local objective function and the relative positions
to its neighbors. Via the stochastic averaging theory, we
establish the convergence of networked single integrators
under our DSES controllers in probability. Furthermore,
we extend our design of DSES controller to multi-vehicle
systems of nonholonomic unicycles using the dynamic
feedback linearization. Finally, simulations are included
to verify our theoretical results.
7 Appendix
Proof of Proposition 8: Similar to (25), the augmented
stochastic average networked nonholonomic unicycles
can be expressed as
˙˜zua = −α(L⊗ I2)(z˜ua + v˜ua)− λβρa(t)Hdϑ
+ λβ
(
Hd(z˜ua + 1n ⊗ z∗) + b
)
,
˙˜vua = (L⊗ I2)z˜ua,
e˙a = −h(ea − pa − qa),
ρ˙a = −κρa,
(41)
where ϑi = [cos(θi)−cos(θi0), sin(θi)−sin(θi0)]′. In light
of the equilibrium of (25), we can easily obtain that of
(41) as (0, v˜uaeq , e
a
eq, 0), where v˜
ua
eq satisfies
α(L⊗ Im)v˜uaeq = λβ(Hd(1n ⊗ z∗) + b). (42)
To show the convergence of z˜ua, we construct
V1(t) =
1
2
(‖z˜ua(t)‖2 + α · ‖v˜ua(t)− v˜uaeq ‖2 + (ρa(t))2).
(43)
Take the derivative of (43) along with (41), we obtain
that
V˙1(t) = (z˜
ua)′(−α(L⊗ I2)(z˜ua + v˜ua)− λβρa(t)Hdϑ)
+ λβ(z˜ua)′
(
Hd(z˜ua + 1n ⊗ z∗) + b
)
+ α(v˜ua − v˜uaeq )′(L⊗ I2)z˜ua − κ(ρa)2
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In light of (42), it holds that
V˙1(t) = (z˜
ua)′(−α(L⊗ Im) + λβHd)z˜ua
− ρa(t)(z˜ua)′λβHdϑ− κ(ρa)2
= −(z˜ua)′Mz˜ua − ρa(t)(z˜ua)′λβHdϑ− κ(ρa)2.
(44)
Consider an auxiliary system with bounded initial states{
˙¯z = −Mz¯ − λβρa(t)Hdϑ
ρ˙a = −κρa, (45)
and a corresponding function
V2(t) =
1
2
(‖z¯(t)‖2 + (ρa(t))2). (46)
Clearly, the derivative of (46) is the same as (44), i.e.,
V˙1(t) = V˙2(t). Together with V1(0) = V2(0), we obtain
V1(t) = V2(t), which implies that
‖z˜ua(t)‖2 = ‖z¯(t)‖2 − α · ‖v˜ua(t)− v˜uaeq ‖2 6 ‖z¯(t)‖2.
Solving the first equation of (45), we obtain that there
exists a finite c3 > 0 such that,
‖z¯(t)‖ 6 c3
2
(exp(−κt) + exp(−%t)),
where c3 depends on the bounded initial condition for
the average system (45). The selection of κ < % leads
that ‖z¯(t)‖ 6 c3 exp(−κt). Consequently,
‖z˜ua(t)‖ 6 c3 exp(−κt).
As Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 6, we obtain that
there exists c3 > 0 and T3() : (0, 0)→ N such that
lim
→0
Pr{‖z˜ui (t)‖ 6c3 exp(−κt) + δ, ∀t ∈ [0, T3()]} = 1,
where lim→0 T3() = +∞.
Furthermore, it follows from (33) that
‖z˜u − z˜‖ = ρ(t)‖ϑ‖ 6 2
√
2n exp(−κt).
Then, we obtain the convergence results in (39).
Now, we prove the uniform boundedness of νi and ωi in
(31), which is dependent on (35).
By the boundedness of sin(·), cos(·) and ρ(t), only the
uniform boundedness of di in (35) needs to be shown.
It follows from the definition di = ρ
−1(t)(uiy cos θi −
uix sin θi) that
|di| 6 ρ−1(t)(|uix|+ |uiy|) 6 2‖ui‖
exp(−κt) . (47)
In light of ˙˜zui = ui−γd sin(ηi)/dt, we obtain the stochas-
tic average system of ui as u
a
i = ˙˜z
ua
i , where we use the
fact that limT→+∞ 1/T
∫ T+t0
t0
γd sin(ηi(t)) = 0. Jointly
with (34) and (39), there exists δ1, δ2 > 0 such that
lim
→0
Pr{‖ui‖ 6 δ1 exp(−κt) + δ2} = 1.
Combining (47), we have that for some δ > 0,
lim
→0
Pr{|di| 6 δ} = 1,
which implies that νi and ωi are uniformly bounded in
probability. Then the proof is completed.
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